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SPECIALS 
 
THE WEST MEMPHIS THREE: AN ID MURDER MYSTERY  
Three-Hour Special Premieres Sunday, April 5 at 9/8c 
West Memphis, Arkansas, is an American town not much different than any other. But when 
the parents of three young boys realize their sons are missing on the evening of May 5, 1993, 
the police uncover a triple homicide that turns into one of the most chilling cases in recent 
history. Investigators quickly seize three teen suspects they believe are Satanists. The trio, later 
nicknamed the “West Memphis Three,” seem like the obvious suspects, but with no evidence 
connecting them to the cult-like killings, are they truly guilty or just easily targeted outsiders? 
The small-town murders that transform into a decade-long, global saga are detailed in THE 
WEST MEMPHIS THREE: AN ID MURDER MYSTERY. 
 
HARVEY WEINSTEIN: ID BREAKING NOW  
Special Premieres Sunday, April 12th at 10/9c 
Harvey Weinstein may be behind bars, but the stories of the women he harmed will no longer 
be locked up. The one-hour special will uncover, for the first time, unknown details behind the 
crimes of Hollywood’s most hated man, Harvey Weinstein.  This documentary interviews 
Weinstein’s lawyers, operatives and cronies, exposing just how far this monster went to keep a 
secret that he knew was bound to get out.  Weinstein thought he ruled the world, until the 
world turned against him, and now everything is coming out in HARVEY WEINSTEIN: ID 
BREAKING NOW 
 

PREMIERES 
 
SEE NO EVIL  
Season Six Premieres Wednesday, April 1 at 9/8c 



SEE NO EVIL reveals how the deadliest crimes are solved by the only witnesses that never lie 
and never forget: surveillance cameras. With more shocking CCTV footage than ever before, 
SEE NO EVIL proves there's nowhere killers can hide. 

 The Good Samaritan premieres Wednesday, April 1 at 9/8c  
Young professional Sasha Samsudean disappears after a night out in downtown 
Orlando. Detectives turn to video surveillance footage to unravel the mystery and bring 
Sasha’s killer to justice.  

 Run for the Door premieres Wednesday, April 8 at 9/8c  
25-year-old Josh Richards is shot execution style in the middle of a nightclub in 
Appleton, Wisconsin. When detectives delve deeper into the investigation, they 
discover a camera has the potential to reveal the identity of a killer.  
 

IF I SHOULD DIE  
New Series Premieres Thursday April 2 at 9/8c 
A shocking murder with no viable suspects and no solid leads. The baffling homicides in IF I 
SHOULD DIE can only be solved with help from the victims themselves, speaking from beyond 
the grave through their own words and guiding investigators to their killers. 

 Unfinished Business premieres Thursday, April 2 at 9/8c 
15-year-old Candice Parchment goes missing from her Georgia home and is found dead 
months later. The investigation hits a dead end until the discovery of Candice's diary 
reveals a shocking assault and points to the person who killed her. 

 Vanished in Virginia premieres Thursday, April 9 at 9/8c 
17-year-Taylor Behl has only been away at college in Richmond, Virginia for two weeks 
when she goes missing without a trace. Her diaries point to several possible suspects in 
what eventually becomes an alarming homicide investigation. 
 

RAW TERROR  
New Series Premieres Sunday, April 12 at 9/8c 
RAW TERROR is designed to reveal a side of crime few ever witness, the ripple effect of a 
murder. This ground-breaking series uncovers the mysteries a murder spawns, even after a 
perpetrator has been found. This is the truth of true crime; sleepless nights, unanswered 
questions and unshakable memories never spoken aloud, until now. RAW TERROR hands the 
camera to its central protagonist, the relative of a murder victim, who agrees to create a self-
shot journey through the story of a murder, filming their most private, reflective and inquisitive 
thoughts along the way. 

 Hiding in Plain Sight premieres Sunday, April 12 at 9/8c 
When Valerie Tieman goes missing, her parents Allen and Sarajean begin to worry. 
Valerie's body is later found buried in the woods behind the home she shares with her 
husband, Luc. Was Valerie's death an accident or was she murdered? 
 

FINALES 
 
IN PURSUIT WITH JOHN WALSH 
Season Two Finale Airs Wednesday April 1 at 10/9c 



ID and victims’ rights advocate John Walsh are teaming once again to hunt down persons of 
interest and find missing children with IN PURSUIT WITH JOHN WALSH. John Walsh and his son, 
Callahan Walsh, introduce ID’s active and engaged audience to unsolved violent crimes that 
urgently need to be closed. IN PURSUIT relies on leads from ID’s viewers who may have seen 
something that would help authorities, with all calls and online tips vetted by experts and 
followed up on by the appropriate authorities, including local law enforcement, FBI, and the 
U.S. Marshals. In partnership with the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 
(NCMEC), the series also features two missing children each hour, providing age-progression 
photos when possible and descriptions in the hopes that viewers can provide new leads to their 
whereabouts. 

 Witness to Murder premieres Wednesday, April 1 at 10/9c 
John works with investigators to bring Frank Contreras into custody after he commits a 
terrible crime witnessed by a child. Cal takes on a heartbreaking case where authorities 
desperately need the public's help to identify a vicious criminal. 

 
MY MURDER STORY 
Season One Finale Airs Thursday, April 9 at 10/9c 
In the aftermath of murder, a victim's family struggles with grief. Finding out what really 
happened is their only hope to heal. But, when they uncover secrets that change everything 
they thought they knew, a truth far more sinister emerges. MY MURDER STORY follows 
intimate, life-changing journeys from the perspective of motivated family members and 
dedicated detectives, who have been left to pick up the scattered pieces that remain after the 
shock of a homicide.  

 Soaked in Murder premieres Thursday, April 2 at 10/9c 
For an all-American family, a series of deaths leave three siblings parentless. Now that 
the youngest son is an adult, he sets out on a fact-finding mission to gather all the 
details he can to help his brother and sister understand what exactly happened to their 
loved ones the nights that they died. 

 Journey for Justice premieres Thursday, April 9 at 10/9c 
An Arkansas man with his own security firm is found dead on a deserted road, leaving 
behind his daughter to pick up the clues. After several months of investigating, police 
had little to go on and the case goes cold. Thirteen years later, the victim's daughter 
catches a break when another murder occurs. Now, she sets out armed with new 
information in hopes of reopening her father's murder case. 
 

ONGOING SERIES 
 
BETRAYED 
New Episodes Premiere Mondays at 9/8c 
Things are not always as they seem in BETRAYED, which revisits heart-pounding cases of 
deception that ended in murder at the hands of a trusted family member, co-worker, lover, or 
friend. As investigators, family, and friends peel back the layers and facts of each case, the 
otherworldly narrator already knows where the breadcrumb trail ends. They guide viewers 



through the various relationships that comprise their life, raising suspicions about who will 
commit the ultimate betrayal and bring about their doom. 

 Little Shop of Horrors premieres Monday, March 30 at 9/8c 
19-year-old aspiring architect Claudette Ficik charms every young man she meets, from 
coworkers at the pet store to her classmates. When her body turns up in an Atlanta area 
river, a shocking secret is revealed: she was pregnant. 

 Kiss of Death premieres Monday, April 6 at 9/8c 
27-year-old Cindy Thompson reconnects with her high school sweetheart and gets 
pregnant with his child, but someone wants to snuff out the couple's happiness and 
Cindy's life. 

 
TORN FROM THE HEADLINES: NEW YORK POST REPORTS  
New Episodes Premiere Mondays at 10/9c 
New York Post is America’s oldest, and continuously published newspaper – and one of the 
most provocative, impactful and recognizable news brands. In this series, each hour-long 
episode takes viewers across six seminal cases that dominated the headlines of the famed daily. 
Viewers will meet the reporters, who work alongside New York’s finest from crime scene to 
conviction. Watch as each story unfolds with shocking twists, jaw-dropping revelations and 
unexpected resolutions for the paper that turned justice into headline news. 

 Baby Hope premieres Monday, March 30 at 10/9c 
A grisly discovery in a picnic cooler on a highway in upper Manhattan leads detectives 
down a twisting trail of clues as they try to solve one of the longest-running mysteries in 
the New York Post's history and hunt down a deranged child killer. 

 Slumlord Millionaire premieres Monday, April 6 at 10/9c 
A crime caught on tape shows landlord Menachem Stark in the fight for his life. When 
his body is found the next day, the NYPD hunts for his killers - leading them to 
potentially deadly secrets about the beloved Brooklyn landlord. 

 
DIABOLICAL 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesdays at 9/8c 
Calculating. Cunning. Cold as ice. In DIABOLICAL, these shockingly devious masterminds use 
their wits and wiles to manipulate, seduce and try to get away with murder. 

 Lie For Me premieres Tuesday, March 31 at 9/8c 
In 1980, two eerily similar crimes occur 400 miles apart. They both leave a young 
mother dead and an infant stolen. Years later, police unravel a plot so cold it leaves 
everyone, even seasoned homicide detectives, in utter shock. 

 Sins of a Mother premieres Tuesday, April 7 at 9/8c  
In 1994, Lake Orion, Michigan is shattered by the killing of an admired local business 
owner in his own home. Everyone in the victim's inner circle friends are suspects and 
everyone is pointing the finger at someone else. But in a small town where everybody 
knows each other, secrets become harder to keep.  

 
REASONABLE DOUBT 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesdays at 10/9c 



In a justice system that’s not always so just, families can be tormented by the question of guilt 
or innocence of their convicted loved ones. REASONABLE DOUBT returns with all-new episodes 
profiling the gut-wrenching process of re-exploring murder cases where the perpetrators 
convicted of the crime maintain their innocence. Retired homicide detective Chris Anderson 
teams with criminal defense attorney Fatima Silva, to pore through evidence, interview 
witnesses and consult experts previously overlooked by police or barred by the court. At the 
end of each episode, the determined investigators evaluate their findings and either offer the 
convicted’ s family hope for an appeal, or clarity to accept the guilty verdict.  

 The Meanest Drunk in the South premieres Tuesday, March 31 at 10/9c 
Former police officer Warren Horinek was a mean drunk, so when his wife, Bonnie, 
ended up dead from a gunshot wound, he was convicted of her murder. His advocates 
believe Bonnie committed suicide and hope Chris Anderson and Fatima Silva will help to 
free Horinek. 

 Game Over premieres Tuesday, April 7 at 10/9c 
In 1994, high school coach Mike Bernos was found dead in a recliner. His adopted son, 
Daniel Blan, was convicted of the murder. Now Daniel's wife and childhood friend are 
fighting for his freedom. 

 
FATAL VOWS 
New Episodes Premiere Fridays at 8/7c 
Spite, greed, backstabbing and betrayal. When marriages fall apart, divorce can turn ugly…or 
even deadly. Hosted by Stacy Kaiser, a licensed psychotherapist and relationship expert, and Dr. 
Brian Russell, an attorney as well as a forensic and clinical psychologist, FATAL VOWS explores 
tumultuous, shocking, and high-stake divorces and the deadly murders linked to them. 

 To Kiss or To Kill premieres Friday, April 3 at 8/7c 
April and Brad are happily married until her dreams of having a baby fall apart. 
Heartbroken, April turns to other men for consolation. One even moves in with the 
couple. But when Brad is ultimately replaced as the man of the house, everyone pays a 
price. 

 Betting on Murder premieres Friday, April 10 at 8/7c 
Gail and Stephen Dews have it all: a happy marriage, a beautiful house and healthy 
children. But a family tragedy and a gambling addiction rips their lives to shreds, proving 
that nothing is what it seems. 
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